Birds Hill
River Restoration
River Restoration has taken
place on 1.9km of the River
Mease in Measham. This
scheme is part of the wider
River Mease restoration
project to help bring the
River Mease SAC back to
favourable condition.

Bank stabilisation

We have re-profiled 16 areas of
the river bank to add diversity to
the flow which is important to
increase the variety of habitats
and species that the river
supports, and to restore more
natural patterns of sediment
transport for a healthy river.
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Re-profiled banks also reconnect the river to
its floodplain by a gentler gradient allowing
water to overtop rather than a steep bank
restricting it to the channel. This allows
sediment to be washed out of the river
helping improve water quality, and provides
valuable wetland habitat on the wide margins
in place between the river and the crop on
these fields.
We have installed 180 tonnes of river gravels
to give diversity to the plain river bed, and
encourage watercrowfoot establishment, and
to help provide riffles. Riffles oxygenate the
water and provide important breeding habitat
for the bullhead and other fish species.
Gravels also change base flow dynamics,
they dislodge fine sediments and silts,
moving them through the river system,
reducing the flood risk from silt build up.
4 large pieces of woody debris were installed
on a straightened section of this meandering
river to provide additional breeding habitat,
shade and refuge for the fish species that
live there. The wood also acts as flow
deflectors, pushing low flows through a
narrower channel to flush out the sediment.
High flows can continue over the wood so
they aren’t a flood risk. We have also
installed willow spiling, a natural method of
bank stabilisation on an eroded bank.
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